UJ-32 LASTIVKA

UJ-32 LASTIVKA
UJ-32 LASTIVKA is a loitering munition that is able to fly at any time of day and season
in visual and adverse weather conditions in electronic countermeasures situation (with
tacking into account the technique of operation).
UJ-32 LASTIVKA applicability – the loitering munition is designed for immobile ground
and waterborne targets strike.
Сomponents:
Loitering munitions (10 units)

General characteristics

Maximum autonomous flight distance, km

40

Cruise speed, km/h

120

Spare parts tools and accessories set

Maximum speed, km/h

180

Bags for loitering munitions transportation on foot

Minimum speed, km/h

60

High level protection boxes for transportation and storage

Minimum flight altitude, m

2

Ground Control Station
Launching unit

Operating documents set
Loitering munitions capabilities
simultaneous several loitering munitions use in the «flock» mode with the strikes

Maximum flight altitude, m

2000

Maximum flight time, minutes

20

Operating temperature, °С

- 20 … + 50

against one target by several loitering munitions or their redirection to different targets;

Warhead

the ability to change or abort the flight task during the mission

Flight in manual mode

Yes

RPG-7 ammunition usage as a warhead in a standard configuration

Flight in communications silence autonomous mode

Yes

Adaptability for other types of ammunition engagement as a warhead
the ability to switch the warhead with on-board camera for supplemental
reconnaissance
Target hit accuracy of no more than +/- 2,5m
Low noise level during the launch and flight
Short assemble/disassemble time
Unlike other types of guided munitions, does not leave a visual and IR (infrared) wakes

The average set up time, minutes

Ammunition from RPG -7

Up to 10

The average clotting time, minutes

4

Takeoff type

From launching unit, in auto
mode

Operating meteorological conditions

Visual and adverse weather

External crew, persons

2
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